
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT DESIGN

Name of Project: Asian Cultural Food Project Duration of Project (# of weeks): 5

Project Implementation History: Newly-designed Project Semester/Year: 2021-2022

Pathway Name: Hospitality, Tourism, and
Recreation

School Name: Susan Miller Dorsey High
School

Teachers: Chef Sonja Mason-Briscoe

Professionals: Food LA Area

Grade Level: 10-12

GUIDING ELEMENTS

Essential/Driving
Question (Rooted in
real-world application)

How do different aspects of geography affect food choices and availability in different Asian cultures?

Project description:
Summary of the challenge,
investigation, scenario,
problem or issue

*Students will be able to explain the relationship between food and culture.

*Students will be able to explain the role food plays in those different cultures, and what factors affect the food
they eat.

Content Standards
(Core Disciplines, CTE,

Pathway standards:
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NGSS, SEL) (Use language
not numbers)

B1.0 Demonstrate an understanding of major aspects of the food service and hospitality industry and
the role of the industry in local, state, national, and global economies.

B5.3 Practice the procedures for maintaining inventories: ordering food, equipment, and supplies; and
storing and restocking supplies.

B5.4 Understand the relationship between facilities management and profit and loss, including the costs
of resource consumption, breakage, theft, supplies use, and decisions for repairs or replacement

B6.7 Develop a food preparation plan using forecasting and cross-utilization of products to maximize
profit and eliminate waste.

B11.3 Utilize the practices of reduce, reuse, and recycle to maximize profits

Academic  Standards:

4.3 Use information and communication technologies to synthesize, summarize, compare, and contrast
information from multiple sources.

5.1 Identify and ask significant questions that clarify various points of view to solve problems.

5.2 Solve predictable and unpredictable work-related problems using various types of reasoning
(inductive, deductive) as appropriate.

5.3 Use systems thinking to analyze how various components interact with each other to produce
outcomes in a complex work environment

ELD Standards Evaluating language choice: Evaluating how well writers and speakers use language to support ideas and
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arguments with details or evidence depending on modality, text type , purpose, audience, topic, and content area

Accommodations &
Modifications for ALL
learners

Extra time, closed captioning, translation, frontloading with word bank, abundant visuals, parent communication

Additional Zoom hours for tutoring

Real-World Learning
Connections (i.e., field
trips, guest speakers

Guest Chef and entrepreneur Roy Choi

Academic and Life
Skills (All teachers
focus on building these
skills in the unit:

Research, using technology, and composing project to demonstrate understanding, problem solving, and critical
thinking.

District Outcomes Beginning: Little or no evidence of learning outcomes

Approaching: Some experience

Accomplished: Demonstrates the ability to performs learned outcomes

Pathway Outcomes Beginning: Students will learn the concepts of Asian food and culture and how they are tied together.
Approaching: Students would be asked to think through how geography affects food in a specific culture.

Accomplished: Students would become acquainted with many different Asian cultures and their food and become
well versed with one country (of their choice) as a group.
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KEY COMPONENTS

Entry Event (what,
when, who, where)

Students will help to create an idea board by identifying several cultures in the world i.e., Japanese, Korean, Chinese,
Indian, etc. (Post It) (Accessing prior knowledge)

At the end of each week,  students will answer post survey questions to build an online journal.

Work Product
(Rooted in real-world
application)

English: Students will watch and interpret various
videos and documentational archives of food waste
both globally and locally.

Math: Students will apply basic math skills to
calculate cost per unit and determine cost to make first
and second recipes.

Science:  Students will learn how to use leftover fresh
products to minimize food waste.

History: Students will review historical data regarding
global effects of waste.

CTE: Applying researched information to actually
utilize successfully in a cooking project.

Rubrics Mastery Grading on a scale of 1- 4:

1. Students have some understanding of the geography of Asian foods

2. Students exhibit some understanding the geography and availability of Asian foods

3. Students exhibit some understanding of geography and availability of Asian foods and be able to explain the
relationship between food and culture

4: Students exhibit high levels of understanding of geography and availability of Asian foods and be able to explain
the relationship between food and culture as well as the role food plays in those different cultures
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Making Work
Relevant & Public
(Audience? How is this
relevant in the
real-world?)

Global and local food supplies, food chains, overproduction, and hunger. This is relevant to current world affairs and
the COVID-19 pandemic. Many consumers are experiencing a lack of access to food from producers, limitations on
the amount of food that can be purchased  and the shortage of finances to purchase food.

RESOURCES NEEDED

On-site people, facilities N/A

Equipment Computer for research, photo/video and a kitchen for cooking.

Materials Recipe and Ingredients

Community Resources During Week 2 a guest speaker from Roy Choi’s operation will come and discuss his fusion of Asian cuisine
in his establishments.

REFLECTION METHODS

Students will complete a survey of exit ticket questions at the end of each week which will compile into an online journal. Students will include a final reflection of their
experience with this 5 week lesson either verbally or written in their final digital presentation.

PROJECT TIMELINE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY UNITS (create additional columns as needed)
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Consider the following: How do we get students to successfully complete the project? How does this project break down into manageable chunks?

STEP 1

LAUNCH

(1-2
sentences)

Students will be asked to complete a Pre-survey and a post survey on what they know about waste. Students
will be introduced to Waste through video and a powerpoint presentation

Key
Questions

What do you know about Asia? What cultures can you list that are
considered Asian?

Estimated Duration (i.e.
2 weeks, 1 month, etc.)

5 weeks

STEP 2

Students will
learn
about….

Title and
brief
description
(1-2
sentences)

Geography and Cultures

Students will watch videos and a Powerpoint presentation to identify various Asian cultures

Students will listen to some world travelers regarding Asian cuisine

Key
Questions

What makes these cultures different on a geographical
point of view, i.e. near bodies of water, in the tropics, or
mountainous.

Estimated Duration (i.e.
2 weeks, 1 month, etc.)

5 weeks

STEP 3

Students will
learn how…..

Title and
brief
description
(1-2
sentences)

By choosing one country for the group to focus on the class as a whole can learn about different Asian
cultures.

Key
Questions

What foods do these Asian cultures have in common? Estimated Duration (i.e.
2 weeks, 1 month, etc.)

5 weeks
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STEP 4

Culminating

Title and
brief
description
(1-2
sentences)

Common Dishes
Students will learn what is a typical food within their country, or particular region of the country

Key
Questions

What are some of the most popular entrees? Estimated Duration (i.e.
2 weeks, 1 month, etc.)

5 weeks

Teacher: ___________________________________________ Subject Area: ________________________________ Grade Level: _________

PROJECT LESSONS (create additional lesson columns as needed)

Content Area:

Driving Question How do people transform food waste into edible or reusable products thereby reducing
landfill waste

Culminating
Assessment for the
Unit

The culminating assessment will be a presentation displaying answers to the essential
questions and their ultimate solution to repurposing their waste.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Culmination
Week

Lesson Essential
Question(s)

Identifying,  what
are the Asian

Where are these
cultures located?

What country in Asia
are you interested in

What are the
traditional foods this

How did geography
influence this ASian
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cultures? researching? culture consumes? cultural cuisine?

Content
Standard(s) (Use
language not #)

Students compare
the present with
the past, evaluating
the consequences
of past events and
decisions and
determining the
lessons that were
learned.

Understand how
the various
segments of the
industry contribute
to, and impact,
local, state,
national, and
international
economies,
cultures, and the
environment.

Integrate and
evaluate multiple
sources of
information
presented in differ-
ent media or
formats (e.g.,

Students interpret past
events and issues
within the context in
which an event
unfolded rather than
solely in terms of
present-day norms and
values.

Integrate and evaluate
multiple sources of
information presented
in differ- ent media or
formats (e.g., visually,
quantitatively) as well
as in words in order to
address a question or
solve a problem.

Determine the central
ideas or conclusions
of a text; summarize
complex concepts,
processes, or
information presented
in a text by
paraphrasing them in
simpler but still
accurate terms.

Develop a list of foods
most consumed by
this culture and why.
Especially due to its
location.

Using videos,
readings, and research
to identify the most
interesting foods in
this country.

Follow precisely a
complex multistep
procedure when
identifying the
historical ideas of
these foods within this
culture and analyze
the specific results
based on explanations
in the text.

Develop a list of foods
most consumed by
this culture and why.
Especially due to its
location.

Prepare food lists by
using the correct
terminology, food
safety, techniques, and
procedures specified
in recipes and
formulas.

Evaluate the qualities
and properties of food
items and ingredients
used in food
preparation.

Define appropriate
locations to find these
ingredients for the
purpose of descriptive
modeling.

Develop a map to
highlight the areas
that influence the food
choices. Areas such as
an ocean or lake. In
the desert or mountain
areas. Or if an area is
tropical  that
influences
horticulture.

Prepare food lists by
using the correct
terminology, food
safety, techniques, and
procedures specified
in recipes and
formulas.

Evaluate the qualities
and properties of food
items and ingredients
used in food
preparation that are
unique to this culture.
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visually,
quantitatively) as
well as in words in
order to address a
question or solve a
problem.

Analyze how the text
structures information
or ideas into
categories or
hierarchies,
demonstrating
understanding of the
information or ideas.

ELD Standards Read very brief
grade-appropriate
text with simple
sentences and
familiar
vocabulary,
supported by
graphics or
pictures.

Listening actively
and asking or
answering
questions about
what was heard

Writing literary
and informational
texts

Express ideas
using information
and short
responses within

Read very brief
grade-appropriate text
with simple sentences
and familiar
vocabulary, supported
by graphics or
pictures.

Listening actively and
asking or answering
questions about what
was heard

Understanding text
structure and
organization based on
purpose, text type, and
discipline

Express ideas using
information and short
responses within
structured contexts.

Modifying to add
details to provide
more information and
create precision

Express ideas using
information and short
responses within
structured contexts.

Produce sustained
informational
exchanges with others
on an expanding
variety of topics.

Writing literary and
informational texts

Write and express
ideas to meet a variety
of complex academic
demands for social
needs and academic
demands for specific
purposes and
audiences.

Writing literary and
informational texts

Expressing
information and ideas
in oral presentations

Express ideas using
information and short
responses within
structured contexts.
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structured
contexts.

Accommodations
& Modifications
for ALL learners

Videos will be
provided in
multiple languages

Maps and pictures
will be provided

Examples will be
provided through
ingredients such as
but not limited to
herbs and spices.

Videos on how others
have planted, fished,
or hunted for certain
ingredients,

For those students that
aren’t able to
articulate their self
reflection verbally,
they will have the
option of writing it
and presenting it in a
slide and vice versa.

Pathway
Outcomes/ Targets

Understand the
concept of ASian
foods.

Students pursuing
this career pathway
learn about
industry
awareness; food
safety and
sanitation;
workforce and

organizational
management; food,
fitness, and
wellness;
nutritional
requirements and

Understand the how
geography dictates
many food options

Students pursuing this
career pathway learn
about industry
awareness; food safety
and sanitation;
workforce and
organizational
management; food,
fitness, and wellness;
nutritional
requirements and
processes; food
chemistry and
technology; research

Ability to choose a
country to do research
and identify its culture
and subcultures
through food.

Students pursuing this
career pathway learn
about industry
awareness; food safety
and sanitation;
workforce and
organizational
management; food,
fitness, and wellness;
nutritional
requirements and
processes; food
chemistry and
technology; research

Evaluate ways to
obtain ingredients that
may have otherwise
not been introduced
because it is not
common in American
cooking.

Students pursuing this
career pathway learn
about industry
awareness; food safety
and sanitation;
workforce and
organizational
management; food,
fitness, and wellness;
nutritional
requirements and
processes; food

Apply the usage of
various herbs and
spices by actually
smelling, tasting, and
perhaps even cooking
with them.

Students pursuing this
career pathway learn
about industry
awareness; food safety
and sanitation;
workforce and
organizational
management; food,
fitness, and wellness;
nutritional
requirements and
processes; food
chemistry and
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processes;

food chemistry and
technology;
research and
product
development; and
marketing and
public relations.

and product
development; and
marketing and public
relations.

and product
development; and
marketing and public
relations.

chemistry and
technology; research
and product
development; and
marketing and public
relations.

technology; research
and product
development; and
marketing and public
relations.

Instructional
Resources &
Materials

Video

How Curry from
India conquered
Britain

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=V
ijTieSlaE0

Learn the history
of Indian cuisine
by cooking a 17th
Century curry!

https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=f
UPghl2Yu48

Video

400 Year Old
Japanese Cuisine |
What did they Eat? ★
ONLY in JAPAN

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=VginQY
8UXBs

Tokyo Street Food
Market

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=vou24S
Nu1e0

Video

Top 11 Traditional
Delicious Korean
Foods You Need to
Try in Your Life

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=2p7hmH
sJL00

Korean Street Food -
NETFLIX SEOUL - I
Ate Everything From
the Episode! |
Gwangjang Market

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=GalLzn7
Tyzo

Video

Chinese Food 101:
North vs. South vs.
East vs. West - Eat
China (S1E1)

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=oHCBg
AcfVKE

The Eight Traditional
Cuisines of China

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=Sn-4d1Y
WT8M

Video

Thailand’s Regional
Cuisines

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=eEOMG
2WBoIU

Everything You Need
to Know About Thai
Cuisine

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=X5C8K8
cM7AE
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1. Students
are to
complete
the Pre
Survey.

Survey Questions
(to be embedded):

Pre-survey:

1) What cultures
do you know of
from Asia?

2) Name some
cultures that have
curry dishes

Post-Survey:

1) What curry
did India
introduce to
Britain?

1. Students are to
complete the
Pre Survey.

Pre-survey:

1) How many
years do you
think Japan
has been
developing
their culture’s
cuisine?

2. What do you
think are popular
Japanese dishes?

Post-Survey:

1) Are their foods
based on
certain
geographical
conditions?

2) List three
different areas
that have a
different
Japanese
cuisine style.

Google Doc templates

Must include: map,
flag, photos of
food

Each group
member will look
up a typical meal
for their
subculture such as
from one specific
region or specific
sub-culture to
introduce to their
teammates at the
next class.

Google Doc additions
of:

A well-designed and
festive menu listing
a traditional 3
course traditional
meal from that
country.

Course 1:

Appetizer/Starter.

Course 2: Entrée(s)

with at least 2 sides.

Course 3: Dessert.

Optional

Add-Ons/Compliment

s: Sauces, Breads,

Dips, Chutneys, Etc.

Group must design the
powerpoint
presentation and
allocate a minute or
two for which
members to talk and
explain as required to
participate in the
presentation.
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Mini-Task(s) or
Products

(Online Journal)

Exit Question #1

List all of the
Asian cultures you
can think of.

Warm up:
Students will help
to create an idea
board by
identifying several
cultures in the
world i.e.,
Japanese, Korean,
Chinese, Indian,
etc. (Post It)

Activity:

*Students will
volunteer to be
group leaders.
(Four- Five
groups)

*Students will
choose their group

(Online Journal)

Exit Question #2

Opinions on the foods
based on their
experience.

Warm up: Group
leaders will introduce
the culture their group
chose. Open
discussion if anyone
has eaten foods from
this culture. Identify
the foods.

Activity:

*Groups will be put in
break out
rooms/groups so they
can share with each
other their findings on
a subculture.

*Groups will organize
their Google folder
and exchange

(Online Journal)

Exit Question #3

List of Excitement &
Concerns.

Warm up: Popcorn
style – Students will
share how they are
feeling about this
project thus far.

Activity:

*Groups will be put in
break out
rooms/groups so they
can share with each
other their findings on
popular meals within
the subculture.

*Groups will vote and
choose one subculture
to focus on.

*Groups will add their
decision on their
Google folder.

(Online Journal)

Exit Question #4

At this point, what
does your group need
to complete a rigorous
Powerpoint
Presentation?

Warm up: Post in the
chat a word or
sentence or question
related to the project
positive or
challenging. Teacher
will address
comments and open
the floor for others to
respond (5 minutes)

Teacher will show
examples of data,
student work samples,
etc. each class
meeting (5 minutes)

Activity:

*Groups will be put in
break out rooms/

(Online Journal)

Include in your
Presentation your
Online Journal from
Weeks 1-4 Exit
Questions

Power Point:

Must Include:

Cover Page with group
member names,
country, region, and
culture.

Maps of entire country
and specific region

Flags

Photos of Culture, Food,
and any other relevant
items

List of Typical Foods
Eaten

A special Menu – 3
course meal ++
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members.
Three-Four each)

*Groups will be
put in break out
rooms so that they
can choose their
culture to do their
project on.

Homework: Each
group member is to
identify one
specific region or
specific subculture
to introduce to
their teammates at
the next class.
Example: Mexican
- Mayan

communication
information (e-mail,
phone number, etc.)

Homework: Each
group member will
look up a typical meal
for their subculture
such as from one
specific region or
specific subculture to
introduce to their
teammates at the next
class.

Example: South Korea

Entree ideas: Kimchi ,

Korean Fried Chicken,

Bossam

Appetizers-

Mandu,Gimbap,

Tteokbokki,

Dessert ideas: , Chapssal

Doughnut, Hotteok,

Patbingsu, Songpyeon

Sides- Kimchi fried rice ,

*Groups will split up
the research
responsibilities.

Homework: Students
will execute the
research of their
cultures and add
information to their
google sheets. Maps,
flags, photos, typical,
common, popular
meals.

tables so they can
discuss google file
and details in
preparation for power
point presentation.
(Teacher will check
weekly to make sure
each member has
uploaded at least one
entry per week –
participation grade)

Homework: Group
members add details
to google and then
convert those details
to a Power Point.

Explanation of how
geography affects the
foods they eat.

Explanation of the
seasonings they use
and why.

Explanation of the
cooking methods used
and highlight any special
equipment.

Explanation of how or if
weather affects their
food (agriculture).

Explanation of how
religion may affect their
cuisine.

Explanation of when
these foods are most
consumed (daily, special
events, etc.)

Optional Add-ons:
Graphics, Music,
Videos, Interviews
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Pan fried Zucchini,

Gim(toasted seaweed)

Real-world
Application (i.e., field
trips, guest speakers, job
shadowing, Nepris)

Videos Guest speaker from
Roy Choi
Organization

Videos Videos Restaurant
Manager/Chef
(TBD)  to discuss
fusion of Asian
foods

TEACHER REFLECTION Date: ____/____/____

1. What knowledge and skills
did students show growth and
success?

2. What knowledge and skills
do students need to further
develop?

3. What modifications will
you and the grade team make
to this unit for next year?
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